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Microsoft's Windows 10 October 

update will kill off Disk Cleanup  
It's all about smart file management and the cloud now... because of 

course it is 

 

  

By Roland Moore-Colyer @RolandM_C in “”theinquirer.net”. 

OBSESSIVE CLEANERS of disk drives, prepare to wipe away a tear as Microsoft is killing-

off the Disk Cleanup utility with its October Windows 10 update. 

https://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/3180/roland-moore-colyer
https://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/3180/roland-moore-colyer
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3062352/microsoft-gives-a-longer-grace-period-for-windows-10-updates


The now rather retro-looking Disk Cleanup app has been a regular fixture for folks who like to 

scrub temporary and downloaded program files from their hard drives, maybe while whistling a 

jaunty tune. 

But Redmond is now gearing up to consign the utility to the software boneyard, and plonk the 

Windows Storage Sense tool in its place.  

 

     
    Goodbye old and faithful friend  

That tool is more intrinsically linked with Microsoft's OneDrive cloud storage service, which 

comes baked into Windows 10, because bloody everyone likes linking things to the cloud these 

days. 

Windows Storage Sense will earn the latter part of its moniker but automatically removing 

copies of OneDrive left on a PC's local storage if they aren't being used or have been flagged but 

the users to be left alone. Microsoft calls this process "dehydration", which is a tad creepy and... 

where did we put our drink? 

The tool will work out when to delete said local filed depending on when they were last 

accessed. Essentially, it helps automate the disk clean-up process, which might annoy some 

people who really love digital cleaning. 

That being said, Windows Storage Sense will only remove non-temporary files and more 

important data only when it needs to free up space to function correctly, so it's not going to be 

purging willy-nilly. 

"It's important to note that we design Storage Sense to be a silent assistant that works on your 

behalf without the need to configure it. Sometimes we'll ask for your permission before we make 

changes to your storage. We believe in being transparent about how Storage Sense optimizes 

your storage for you. The content below is intended to serve as a reference," explained 

Microsoft, in what could be seen as pre-emptive as covering. 

And if you don't trust it, the folks at Redmond will let you turn it off, so everyone's a 

winner....unless you're on Windows 7. 
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ANYTHING WORTH DOING IS WORTH OVERDOING 

 
No matter how many cables and power strips and other options for 
charging I have, it always seems like I can't charge all my stuff at the 
same time. I'm tempted to buy this 100-port USB charger. It's got built-
in overvoltage, overcurrent, leakage and short-circuit protection. Nothing 
can stop me now! The price is only; get this $300 plus shipping! 
 

 
 

SO WHO STILL USES WINDOWS 8? 

 

Microsoft Phasing Out Windows 8 

https://elgan.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4802048e9817f76d70d17bfcc&id=4080b1bb6b&e=87d0c55352


 
By John Lister on August, 22 2018 in “Infopackets.com”. 

Microsoft has announced several measures to slowly kill off Windows 8. It's targeting apps to try 

to persuade holdouts to upgrade to Windows 10. 

From October 31st, 2018, new apps designed for either Windows 8 or 8.1 on desktop or 

Windows Phone 8 on mobile devices can no longer be added to the Microsoft Store. 

From July 1st, 2019, Microsoft will stop sending app updates to Windows Phone 8 devices. The 

theory seems to be that developers will no longer have any reason to work on the platform 

and in turn it will become less and less attractive to users. Updates for existing Windows 8 and 

8.1 desktop apps will be allowed until July 1st, 2023. (Source: windows.com) 

Windows Phone 8 A Bust 

In both cases, it appears the ban on app updates will include blocking security fixes. That's not 

100 percent guaranteed, as Microsoft has previously relented on such deadlines if it believes not 

allowing security updates on outdated software poses too wide of a security risk. 

The change probably won't make much difference to the mobile market as only a tiny percentage 

of users are running Windows Phone, rather than the relaunched Windows 10 Mobile. (Source: 

theregister.co.uk) 

Some Users May Still Hold Out 

What happens with desktop users is less predictable. Some people who genuinely like Windows 

8 and have intentionally refused to upgrade to Windows 10 may be upset. 

Contrastingly, some users may have disliked the dramatic overhaul that came with Windows 8 

and its apparent shift of focus towards mobile and touchscreen computing In many cases they 

may have opted to ignore the entire "app" model, which resolves around obtaining apps via the 

Microsoft Store, rather than the traditional method of downloading programs direct from 

websites manually installing them. 

Some will also have used programs designed to hide the Microsoft Store and app tiles altogether, 

preferring the old-fashioned Windows look and feel. The irony is that many of these users will 

not notice the changes Microsoft is making now and thus efforts to get them to upgrade won't 

have much effect. 

What's Your Opinion? 

https://blogs.windows.com/buildingapps/2018/08/20/important-dates-regarding-apps-with-windows-phone-8-x-and-earlier-and-windows-8-8-1-packages-submitted-to-microsoft-store
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Do you still use Windows 8 on desktop or mobile? If so, are you bothered by Microsoft's 

changes? Could the lack of security updates be a problem? 

 

If you forgot your Windows admin password, try this_ 

Windows 10 

Your Windows 10 user account is almost certainly connected to your online Microsoft.com account. This makes 

replacing a forgotten password easier—and arguably more secure. 

 

On another computer, go to Microsoft’s Sign in page. Once there, enter your email address and click Can’t 

access your account. 

Then follow the wizard. You’ll have to prove that you really are you, based on answers and phone numbers that 

you’ve previously provided. Eventually, you’ll be asked to create a new password. 

That technique won’t work if you took the pains to create a local account. In that case, use the Windows 7 

instructions above, with these exceptions: 

 Boot from a Windows 10 Recovery Drive and use that to get to the command line. You’ll find the 

instructions in my Windows 10 Safe Mode article. 

 The ease of access icon is in the lower-right corner, between the Power and Connect to Internet icon. 

http://login.live.com/
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2984712/how-to-enter-windows-10s-safe-mode


 

Softmaker FreeOffice 2018 offers 

seamless Microsoft compatibility 
It's available now for Windows, Linux and Mac 

 
Softmaker FreeOffice 2018  

  
 By Chris Merriman in “theinquirer.net”. 

SOFTMAKER HAS revealed a new version of FreeOffice - the freebie version of its alternative 

Office suite for Windows, Mac and Linux. 

As Microsoft prepares to launch Office 2019, one of the best free packages on the market has 

been revamped to include, amongst other things, a ribbon dock. 

Softmaker is proud to boast that even enterprises can use FreeOffice, although the paid-for tier is 

still available. It contains Textmaker 2018 (Word), Planmaker 2018 (Excel) and Presentations 

2018 (Powerpoint). 
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It's compatible with open source document types and for the first time, it can manage Office 

formats "without compromise", plus if you're an old-school type, you can turn the ribbon off and 

go back to old school radio buttons. 

"In our view, the new interface and the improved compatibility with Microsoft Office make 

FreeOffice 2018 a must-have for 2018," says Martin Kotulla, CEO of SoftMaker. "If you are 

looking for a no-cost office package, there is no way around FreeOffice 2018." 

Also included are PDF and EPUB exports, and full compatibility with older Microsoft formats 

such as .doc too. 

The Presentations app has a brand new master slide function, putting it on a direct par with 

Powerpoint. 

Softmaker has been around since 1987 and so can boast a 30 year pedigree in making office 

suites. It has seen Microsoft dominate and still come out the other side, and began offering a free 

version a few years ago to attract lost souls who didn't fancy subscribing to the Office 365 

service and didn't want to work with a web-based interface. 

Paid for versions of the suite include BasicMaker, a fancified Thunderbird, and Berlitz 

dictionaries - none of which are essential for the vast majority of users - so why not give people 

the opportunity to choose? In total, there are four versions for different use cases, as well as the 

companies two popular font collections. 

FreeOffice has landed now for free at www.freeoffice.com.  

 

 

Google Cracks Down On Browser Scams 

 
By John Lister on October, 4 2018 in “Infopackets.com”.  

Google is taking several more steps to make browser extensions safer. It's giving users more 

control and cracking down on some common rogue practices. 

The changes are to Chrome's extensions. Also known as add-ons with some browsers, extensions 
are third-party tools designed to improve the online experience using a web browser. For 

example, an Amazon extension lets users send text on a web page (such as a lengthy article) 

straight to their Kindle e-reader as a document with one click. 

https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2455137/softmaker-introduces-freeoffice-as-a-supercharged-alternative-to-you-know-what
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By nature, extensions need some degree of access to and control over Chrome itself, which 

sometimes means the access is abused. Google does vet extensions before they appear in the 

store, but these aren't always fail proof. 

More Permission Options 

The next edition of Chrome, which rolls out in mid-October 2018, will change the permissions 

system that governs exactly what an extension can do on a computer. One change is that users 

won't just have to let the extension work with any website. 

Instead they will have three options: let the extension work anywhere; let it work only on a 

specific list of named sites; or let the user say yes or no every time the extension tries to run. 

(Source: arstechnica.com) 

The other changes are to the review process. Google says it will now increase scrutiny for 

extensions that ask for the most powerful levels of access, particularly those which run code 

that's hosted remotely, rather than built into the extension itself. 

Confusing Code Banned 

There's also going to be a flat-out ban on any extension where the code is written in a confusing 

way that could disguise what it's actually meant to do. 

Another change comes next year with developers required to use two-step verification on their 

accounts, meaning that they can't simply rely on a password. That's designed to reduce the risk of 
scammers getting access to the account of a popular developer and spreading malware by taking 

advantage of the trust built up among web users and Google itself. (Source: theregister.co.uk) 

What's Your Opinion? 

Do you use browser extensions? What if any steps do you take to make sure they are trustworthy 

and safe? Would you bother changing settings for permissions or is this too much hassle to worry 

about? 

 

 

Subject: Thought for the Day 

 

Provided by a reader. 

Upon further analysis, this pretty much sums it up… 

https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2018/10/google-taking-new-steps-to-prevent-malicious-chrome-extensions/
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/10/02/google_chrome_web_store/


 
I have been sick and NEEDED a doctor and a nurse.  

I have encountered trouble and NEEDED a police officer. 

 I have lived through times of war, when our nation and I NEEDED our military. 

 I have NEEDED farmers every day of my life! 

 I have even NEEDED an auto mechanic, a plumber, a house painter and a lot of other everyday 

people.  

 

BUT, I have NEVER not even once, NEEDED a pro athlete, a media personality or Hollywood 

entertainer for ANYTHING! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


